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1. INTRODUCTION
Thank you for choosing Eva-Last® decking. In these guidelines we aim to assist you in successfully completing an installation
that will last as long as the Eva-Last® products themselves.
The purpose of this guide is to help you adhere to all Eva-Last® warranty specifications and create a durable, beautiful longlasting installation.
NOTE: The instructions to follow are prepared for persons experienced in the field of decking and privacy screen installations
and assume a essential working knowledge of the tools, application and installation process. Please check with the Authority
Having Jurisdiction to verify the local building code requirements in your area. It is highly recommended for a satisfactory result
that Eva-Last® products be installed by an experienced professional.
This manual must be read in conjunction with project drawings, specifications, applicable building codes, and any other relevant
compliance documents. The detailed points in this installation guide provide general direction on how to comply with EvaLast®’s installation requirements and need to be reviewed by all parties who are responsible for the installation of Eva-Last®
decking and/or screening products. This manual is subject to annual re-examination and revisions. For details on the current
status of this document please check with an Eva-Last® representative or visit our website, www.eva-last.de. The reader is
responsible for ensuring that they are using the most up-to-date installation guide.
Please bear in mind that decks of varying shapes may require different calculations and techniques. Please do not hesitate to
contact Eva-Last® should you need any technical assistance at any stage of your build.

Best practices:
-

Use appropriate PPE (personal protective equipment).

-

Plan your install for best finish/appearance.

-

Keep your project straight and level, and in line with adjacent walls. Throughout installation, check the horizontal
alignment and levels and ensure deck or screen is installed straight and level.

-

A proper amount of care, as with any prefinished product, will result in a premium quality installation and a lifetime
of low-maintenance enjoyment.
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Decking boards:
Eva-Last® InfinityTM decking boards are double sided and feature the L (Wood grain) and E (Weathered) InfinityTM finish. Decking
boards come in hollow and solid boards. Grooved boards with clip groove use HULK hidden fasteners (clip and screw) and
composite decking screws for installation .

GROOVED / HOLLOW
Dimensions

21.5 x 136 mm

Weight

2.89 kg / m

Joist spacing

40cm Achsmaß

Fasteners

23 Stück / m 2

GROOVED / SOLID
Dimensions

20 x 140 mm

Weight

3.72 kg / m

Joist spacing

40cm Achsmaß

Fasteners

23 Stück / m 2

Dimensions

20 x 210 mm

Weight

5.52 kg / m

Joist spacing

40cm Achsmaß

Fasteners

16 Stück / m 2

GROOVED / WIDE

2. STORAGE AND HANDLING
•

Boards should be stored undercover.

•

When storing boards on site, a pallet should be used. Or the boards should be on a flat surface.

•

A groundsheet may be used if there is no other option.

•

Boards should be securely packed. Do not over-stack.

Boards are long and heavy. Care must be taken when lifting. More than one person may be required dependent on the length
of the board.
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3. EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION
The extrusion process Eva-Last® employs utilizes incredibly high pressures but low rates, resulting in products that are
generally more dense than wood. The HDPE component of the material make-up is susceptible to slightly greater expansion
and contraction than traditional timber. This is partially mitigated by the intersection of bamboo fibres and mineral particles
present throughout a product’s profile.
The total change in length will depend on the total change in temperature and the length of the profile. The total change in
length of a 5 400 mm profile over a temperature change of 30°C will be (on average) approximately 6.6 mm. Compared to
timber, Eva-Last® composites experience more expansion and contraction. Timber is typically more susceptible to irregular activity,
such as twisting, and larger deformation due to moisture absorption. Eva-Last® products have an absorption rate of less than 0.2 %
and the movement of composite is more uniform. As a result, Eva-Last® profiles will remain more true to their form.
The homogeneous movement of composite is easily accounted for during installation. The anticipated change in length can be
accommodated for using expansion gaps at either end, or at both ends depending on the intended design, by employing the
intelligent HULK hidden fastener system. To optimize the size of the expansion gaps, the maximum expected temperature range
in relation to the installed ambient temperature - should be calculated and the corresponding change in length calculated.

Maximum estimated expansion allowance between 2 fixed points in a moderate
climate such as Germany’s.
2 meters

2 meter composite deck board
1 meter
1 mm
gap

1 meter

5.45 meter profile (with maximum expansion at 1 mm per m)
2 x 1 = 2 mm expansion
2 mm / 2 = 1 mm (on each side)

1 mm
gap

In walmer climates InfinityTM boards expand at a maximum of approximately 1.5 mm/m of composite deck board. When leaving
an expansion gap for each board one should compare the current installation temperature (ambient) to what is a common
maximum or minimum temperature for that site. If you are installing at 06:00 in the morning in the middle of winter it will be close
to the minimum temperature the board will experience, as a result the board will be the ‘shortest’ it will ever be at installation. As
the temperature rises the board will expand. When its get to the peak temperature in the middle of summer the board will have
moved to the ‘longest’ it will ever be. The difference between the longest and shortest positions of the board dictate the required
size of the expansion gap. But the starting position of the expansion gap will depend on the starting temperature or installation
temperature. Therefore, boards installed closer to the minimum site temperature will have to have a relatively larger starting
expansion gap. Boards installed closer to the maximum site temperature will have to have a relatively smaller starting expansion
gap as the boards will ‘shrink’ as the temperature decreases.
The difference between the longest and shortest positions of the board dictate the required size of the expansion gap. But the
starting position of the expansion gap will depend on the starting temperature or installation temperature. Therefore, boards
installed closer to the minimum site temperature will have to have a relatively larger starting expansion gap. Boards installed
closer to the maximum site temperature will have to have a relatively smaller starting expansion gap as the boards will ‘shrink’
as the temperature decreases.
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An installation can take place over a few days resulting in varying installation temperatures depending on the project site,
the boards may experience differing heating and cooling rates. Therefore will expand and contract at varying rates. Once
installation is complete, leave the installed boards to acclimatize before cutting them to the desired length.

Breaker boards (boards laid at 90° to the rest of the deck) can
be used to create a border around the deck. This will aid in
controlling expansion resulting in better aesthetics. Noggins
will need to be used to support the breaker board. The breaker
board will need to be top fixed to these noggins.

Breaker boards can be used to control board movement, and give the illusion of straight lines.
Note: Hulk Fasteners are used to control expansion and contraction.

Steps to consider when planning the expansion or contraction gaps of your deck:
Assess the material properties:

Material properties
Linear thermal expansion coefficient of InfinityTM

Value

Units

40.1 x 10−6

mm−1 °C−1

0.04

m−1 °C−1

Resultant expansion or contraction per meter of board per degree of temperature change

Assess the climatic properties:
Climate types

Climatic properties

Coastal

Continental

Units

Typical seasonal temperature change (conservative and simplified) for different climates

15

30

°C

Seasonal expansion and contraction per meter for different climates

0.6

1.2

m−1

Estimate maximum total seasonal change in length (mm) of board lengths:

Original length

FIXED
WALL

COMPOSITE PROFILE
Minimum length
Maximum length
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4. CUTTING
•

Ensure that the board is properly supported and horizontal before cutting.

•

The board may pinch the blade, or crack if the board is not properly
supported.

•

Measurements should be taken when the board is flat to avoid
inaccuracies.

Measure twice
Cut once

•

Use a pencil or chalk to mark boards,

•

For capped boards, use chalk or a water soluble marker .

•

Use a sharp blade to cut composite.

Sharp blade

1. Measure
2. Mark
3. Measure
4. Cut

Never measure or cut a
bent board

Support block

5. SUPPORTS AND SPANS
The choice of structural material will effect the life span of a deck. Make certain that local building codes are followed. When
installing a deck board, ensure that board ends are supported and securely fastened. Boards should not be allowed to overhang
more than 25 mm.
Additional supports are necessary for:

1. Double joists

Butt joins

2. Noggins

Breaker boards

3. Ring beams

Joist spacing to consider when deck boards at different angles to joists:
Diagonally installed boards

Joist spacing for boards at different angles to joist.
Board types

90o

60o

45o

30o

Grooved (23 x 90)

450 mm

380 mm

315 mm

225 mm

Non-grooved (23 x 140)

450 mm

380 mm

315 mm

225 mm
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6. VENTILATION DIAGRAM
In order to avoid structural problems as a result of rot or corrosion. Attention should be paid to the ventilation of the deck.
Deck board gaps, gaps between fascia boards, and ground clearance is vital to ensuring that your deck can breath and last for
years to come.

•

Install a 12 mm gap between the deck structure and the wall for drainage.

•

Leave a minimum ground clearance of 300 mm.

•

Ground clearance over concrete of 40 mm.

•

Install a drainage gap at the bottom of your deck and do not block 						
off with fascia boards.
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7. FASTENERS
Eva-Last® has developed a range of fasteners that are specially designed to securely fasten the deck boards to a substructure.
The coating employed for our HULKTM fasteners ensure the fixing system supports your deck through out its lifespan.

Fastened, for life.
Image

Size

Type

Material

Use

Halo (S9) clip

38 x 9 x 18 mm

Stainless steel 430 SS

Timber or metal

Torpedo clip screw

M4.2 x 42

Stainless steel 305

Timber

Z-point clip screw

M4.2 x 42

Stainless steel 410 hardened

Metal

Composite deck
screw

M5 x 63

Stainless steel 305

Timber

8. DECK INSTALLATION STEPS
Installation using a grooved deck board: When you install your first board, it is necessary to fasten the first board firmly to
the structure, before using hidden fasteners.

1. Top fix your first board using a
composite deck screw.

2. Insert a hidden fastener into the
groove of the deck board and fasten it
into the appropriate structure.

4. Insert and fix the next line of hidden fasteners. Clip the
subsequent board into the hidden fastener. Repeat this
step until the second-to-last board.

3. Insert the next board, at an angle. Engaging it
with the previous hidden fastener and pressing
down.

5. Top fix the last board with a composite deck screw.
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9. DECK INSTALLATION DIAGRAMS
Deck Installation diagram 1

Top view

Minimum of 30 mm to any edge.

Hidden fastener

Maximum overhang of 25 mm.

Note: Pre-drilling may be required when top fixing.
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Deck Installation diagram 2

Specifications
Description

Hollow deck board

Solid deck board

Wide deck board

A

Maximum joist spacing

400 mm

400 mm

400 mm

B

Expansion gap between butt joins

C

Gap between boards

6 mm

6 mm

N/A

D

Ventilation gap between deck and wall

12 mm minimum

12 mm minimum

N/A

E

Minimum deck height

F

Hidden fastener

G

Top fixing

H

Ventilation under fascia boards

1 mm per meter
(Remember double joists on any butt joins)

300 mm
HULK clip and screw

N/A
HULK Composite Screw
40 mm
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Treasure a greener tomorrow

Eva-Last® provides superior alternatives to timber for
a greener future.
Eva-Last® is a globally trusted brand known for its durable and environmentally-friendly product range.
We offer ultra-low maintenance and highly weather resistant compostie alternatives to timber, reducing the
impact of global deforestation.

Made from recycled materials

No toxic chemicals

No trees felled

Reduced impact on landfills

No staining or varnishing

Reduced global footprint

Contact

Proudly distributed in Germany by

F.W. Barth & Co. GmbH
Fuggerstraße 25 · 41352 Korschenbroich
www.barth1873.de
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